rd

23 June 2018 Run and chess
Come to this unique event (duathlon) organized by The Doprastav Chess club,
Bratislava and enjoy it - do something for your health, and also use your head a
little bit as well.
Who: No age limit
Where: The Chinese Restaurant, Tomášikova 27, Bratislava. Chess will be played on
the covered outside terrace of The Chinese restaurant, there is a run around the lake
Kuchajda.
How: 5 rounds of chess, and between games there will be 4 laps around the lake (1
lap is 1,5 km).
Chess: Everybody has 10 minutes for one game.
Run/walk: 4 laps around Kuchajda lake (around Kuchajda it takes 7 minutes running,
10 minutes slow running, 15 minutes with quick walk).
Maximum participants: 80.
Registration fee: 10 Eur until 30 th of may, later 12 Eur (It includes Lunch and
refreshment)
Lunch: 13:00 – soup, sweet and sour chicken with rise, lunch is possible also for those
who are not participating, it needs to be confirmed at least one day in advance).
Included in the registration fee you have also refreshment (1,5 litre of mineral water,
fruits and chocolate).
Prizes: 1st. place - 20 Eur + a book, 2nd. place - 10 Eur + book, 3rd. place - 5 Eur +
book. The best children 12 years old and under: 1st. place -10 Eur + CD or book,2nd.
place - 5 Eur + CD or book, 3rd. place – CD or book, 4th. place – CD or book, 5th. place
- CD or book. The best seniors older than 55 years: 1st. place - 10 Eur + book, 2nd.
place - 5 Eur + book, 3rd. place – book. The best woman: 1st. place – 10 Eur + book
Registration from 8:15 - 8:45
The program: First round of chess will be drawn by computer and after finishing and
drawing of second round all participants will start the run together one lap around
the lake. Then, if one will come to the chessboard first they will start with white

pieces, then he/she makes a move and pushes the clock and the time of his opponent
starts. If the one with black pieces comes first, he pushes the clock and waits. After
finishing 2nd round of chess it will be drawn by computer, 3rd round of chess and
again all will together start running one lap around the lake. Whoever, comes first,
similarly as previous time - if first is white, moves and pushes the clock, if first is
black, pushes the clock and waits. The same procedure will be in the next rounds. If
none of the opponents comes to chessboard after any round around the lake until 15
minutes, the arbiter will start the clock of person with white pieces.
Premises: In the restaurant are large toilets, where it is possible to change clothes.
The program: 8:15 to 8:45 Registration
8:50 drawn by computer and explaining the rules.
9:00 1st. round of chess
9:30 run around Kuchajda lake and after that 2nd. round of chess.
10:20 run around Kuchajda lake and after that 3rd. round of chess
11:10 run around Kuchajda lake and after that 4th. round of chess
12:00 run around Kuchajda lake and after that 5th. round of chess
12:50 final positions and prizes
13:00 lunch
Application: Until the
capacity is filled up (priority
will go to those who apply
first, please write your
name, city, phone and your
date of birth) to email:
huncar@slovozivota.sk ,
after confirmation we will
ask you to transfer the
money. more information
on 421903440480.
www.skdps.com
Payment: The application is completed only after money transfer to bank account
SK3611000000002622025383,on the note please add: Run and chess, your name and
surname

